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A Change in Thought. A Change in pensamiento.
Lesley Chapa

My Spanish comprehension facilitated my English learning. Little did I know
that that would be the last time (in a long time) that I would use all of my
language resources in an educational setting.
Having a dual identity in the United States is a fragile thing to care about. My
parents, like most immigrant families, sacrificed their careers in Mexico in hopes of
giving their children a brighter future. Their pockets were empty upon arrival, but
their hearts swelled at the thought of having their hijos succeed in the most successful
nation. Pero dudo que mis padres, llenos de buenas intenciones, esperaban que sus hijos perdieran
su identidad al recibir una educación. However, I doubt my parents expected their
children to sacrifice their identity in exchange for an education. The literacy
education I received from grades K-12 emphasized that English and Spanish could
only exist in different spheres. Spanish was to only be used at home. Whereas
English symbolized formality, eloquence, intelligence, and should be used in all
public settings—school especially. Years later, I would learn that my thoughts had
been dictated by mentiras.
Growing up I was an exceedingly curious child. Borderline obnoxious really. I
was the type of kid that would ask things like “¿Porque el cielo tiene que ser azul?” or
“¿Porque veo solamente de mis ojos y no con los ojos de los demas?” Teaching me to read was
the only solution my mom found for these endless questions. Whenever we would
go to the local super mercado, she would sit me in the carrito and would find me an easy
children’s book to read before tackling her long shopping list. That seemed to have
effectively done the trick during my early years. I’d fully immerse myself in the
stories and would learn English phrases like “I do not like green eggs and ham.”
Aunque en nuestro super mercado no vendían jamón o huevos verdes…yo me fije. Although I was
not a fluent English speaker when I was younger, my mother ensured that my
brothers and I could speak Español. She was a teacher in China, Nuevo Leon, Mexico
before she gave everything up to raise three rascals in el otro lado. In her eyes, it would
be una desgracia (a disgrace) if she failed to teach her own children her native
language. She would sit me down each afternoon, on our plastic wrapped sofa, with a
ginormous book entitled “Un tesoro de cuento de hadas.” She would read the story,
explain unknown phrases, and emphasize the spelling of simplistic words. She also
used “una tecnica de visualizacion” that she had perfected with her own students in
Mexico. My mother would use all of the quirky illustrations to facilitate my
understanding of her explanations. “Mira este es el lobo feroz. Ves? Lobo se escribe L-O-B. 37 .

O. Y se ven asi como en este dibujo.” Before she knew it, I began to read all of those
stories on my own. But when I entered la primaria, I found myself struggling with
English. Even though I knew the basics of the green huevos con jamon, no sabia lo
suficiente para comunicarme con los otros alumnos. Mucho menos con la maestra. Everyday was a
challenge for me. Proper English consisted of dozens of incomprehensible rules.
But sooner or later I caught on. Siertas palabras en mi idioma eran muy similares (similar) a
las palabras en ingles. My Spanish comprehension facilitated my English learning. Little
did I know that that would be the last time (in a long time) that I would use all of my
language resources in an educational setting. I think it is important to mention that I
grew up in a small town in The Outskirts of Nowhere, Texas. Due to the size of the
population, there was not a great sense of diversity. For the first few years of school,
I did not speak Spanish often. Actually, I did not speak at all. I was a painfully shy
kid. But when the 3rd grade rolled around, I had a decent grasp on both languages
and I slowly started coming out of my shell. During that time, I met Samantha
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Balderas. La unica otra estudiante que hablaba mi idioma. The only other student that
spoke Spanish. I was over the moon. I finally had a friend I could resonate with in
both languages. We would chat in Spanish during our free time and giggle over the
most bizarre things. But one day Samantha Balderas didn’t go to school… Alamejor
estaba enferma o halgo pero eso no importa. My 3rd grade teacher found that to be the
perfect opportunity to establish a mentality that would hinder my literacy
development for the next nine years. She pulled me out of class, leaned down to my
height and told me, “I have noticed that you and Sam have become very good
friends recently. I also noticed that you two speak Spanish together in class. That
needs to stop. Whenever you speak in Spanish, your classmates feel left out. I am
sure you would not want to feel that way, right?” Me quede muda. Regrese a clase y no
hable por semanas. Aunque la maestra pensaba que ella le estaba haciendo un bien a los otros
estudiantes al decirme eso, ella no considero mi punto de vista. Ella no considero que ala mejor yo,
como alumna Mexicana, me sentía aislada por los otros alumnos que solo hablan inglés. Sentí que
mi cultura, mi identidad, y mi voz fue rechazada para complacer a los demás. I was left
speechless. I apologized for my actions como si yo hubiera cometido un crimen grave and
returned to my seat. From that day forth, a wall was not the only dividing force
between Mexico and The United States of America. A barrier had been established
between both of my cultures, identities, and language resources. My K-12 teachers
emphasized time and time again that el lenguaje de mi madre should only exist en el hogar.
Whereas English would be the only language that would help me achieve any form
of real success en este lado.
Other than my 3rd grade teacher, the most influential “Sponsors of Literacy”
in my life were my high school English teachers. In the article “Sponsors of
Literacy,” Debora Brandt coins the term “sponsors of literacy” to define, “figures
who turned up most typically in people’s memories of literacy learning: older
relatives, teachers, priests, supervisors, military officers, editors, influential
authors” (Brandt 167). In my case, my high school teachers dictated the development
of my writing. The main objective in every course was to achieve a high score on the
final AP exam. We were expected to memorize formats, transition words, and even
possible arguments. Our personal perspectiva was not to be incorporated into our
writing. El desarrollo de ideas was expected to be completed in English. El borrador del
ensayo was expected to be completed in English. Any other thought process outside
of the course expectations was deemed to be incorrect. No excuses! These
pedagogical methods reinforced the idea that a monolinguistic system was the only
correct way to teach students to properly wield the English language and master any
academic field. En la clase no había espacio para otros pensamientos. No había espacio para
otra identidad. Ironically enough, my Spanish teachers viewed their courses the same
way. En la clase de español no se aceptaba el Inglés. “¡Aquí solamente se habla, se escribe, y se
piensa en español! Dejen el Ingles para otras clases,” my spanish teachers would say. Esta
división en pensamientos y perspectivas profundamente afecto la manera en que yo
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veía the development of one’s literacy. This experience led me to believe that
bilingual individuals had to have multiple lexicons, mentalities, writing styles, and
identities to be successful in the United States educational system. Para mis clases de
español tenia acceso a mis memorias de México para inspirar mis ensayos. Whereas in my
English courses, I was expected to use my understanding of the country’s value
system to develop my arguments. I was also encouraged to expand my lexicon to
accommodate incomprehensible words such as discombobulated or cacophony to
enhance my voice as writer. Cuando en realidad mi voz no era tan compleja y confusa. Mi voz
era una composición de experiencias únicas y dolores que enriquecieron mi alma. But those things
were deemed irrelevant and informal during my high school career. There was only
one correct way to write. One correct way to think. One correct way de ser.
Pero como dice el dicho, “Todo por servir se acaba.” I entered college believing that it
would be similar to high school. I thought that English would be the only language I
“needed” to have a successful academic experience. But to my pleasant surprise,
estaba equivocada. I was wrong. The classes I had randomly chosen for my first
semester have taught me valuable life lessons that I will probably carry with me for
my entire career. My Rhetoric and Composition I teacher, Dra. Alyssa G. Cavazos,
introduced the idea of “translanguaging” into my life. According to the article
“Codemeshing in Academic Writing: Identifying Teachable Strategies of
Translanguaging,” written by Suresh Canagarajah, the author describes
translanguaging as “The ability of multilingual speakers to shuttle between languages,
treating the diverse languages that form their repertoire as an integrated
system” (Canagarajah 1). In other words, it is when a person utilizes all of their
language resources in order to facilitate their pensamientos (thought process) and
enhance their ability to bring significado (value) into their writing. This learning
strategy is not only useful for a person’s literacy development but also para el desarrollo
de identidad y para ser más comprensivos de las personas que nos rodean. The thought of
utilizing writing as a way to better understand our community and ourselves was
coincidentally reinforced by my U.S History II professor, Mr. Edward Wallace.
During the first week of school he emphasized the importance of reflection. He
mentioned how it is easy to become blinded by hubris. The only way to combat that
was to write…. in any way we felt comfortable in, in order to reflect upon our
actions and motivations. No tenemos que reflexionar de cierta manera. There is no format.
No tiene que ser en English. El punto es usar todos tus language resources para poder evaluar
tu mentalidad and become a better person. Now language resources do not strictly
encompass different languages only. For example, there are different Englishes. [I
know, I didn’t think that was an actual term until it was explained to me by Dra.
Cavazos]. Diverse Englishes include speaking styles that deviate from Formal
English, the use of slang, jargon, or simply mixing languages. Learning about
translanguaging in college has made me realize that being multilingual should not be
seen as a burden. Al contrario, poder diversificar mi manera de pensar y resolver problemas es
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una fortaleza. On the contrary, being able to diversify one’s thought process and
problem solving strategies should be seen as a strength. This has also changed
how I value literacy in general. Writing is no longer a boring quehacer that has to be
structured de cierta manera in order to be deemed worthy of a high mark. Reading is
no longer about mindlessly skimming through the text in order to extract
information that I will later regurgitate in my essays. Por fin me e dado cuenta que no
necesito sacrificar mis opiniones o mi identidad para ser exitosa. I finally realized that I do
not have to sacrifice my opinions or my identity in order to be successful. Pero
yo tuve suerte. Suerte que tuve la oportunidad de recibir una educacion despues de la universidad y
llegue a tomar la clase ideal que cambio mi mentalidad. But I was lucky to have had the
correct circumstances align perfectly in order to reawaken the writer within me and
rediscover the value of literacy education. However, people should not have to
spontaneously reach these groundbreaking conclusions during their post-secondary
education. Translanguaging strategies should be introduced at an early age in order to
prevent people from feeling discouraged by their own abilities—from feeling
conflicted with their cultural identity. The moment the American educational system
begins to embrace their population’s diversity, will be the day that academic results
skyrocket. When individuals begin to feel comfortable and accepted, they will lose
the fear of fracaso. They will actually begin to aprender por el puro gusto de aprender
instead of focusing on obtaining a certain grade. Especially when it comes to writing
because if “the pen is mightier than the sword,” then why shouldn’t people be
encouraged to use all of the wacky colores they own?
Nonetheless, I do not regret my literacy experience. Esa adversidad me hizo mas
fuerte y me enseno lecciones valiosas sobre la escritura y mi identidad. With a combination of
time, luck, and effort I grew to realize that my voice as a writer was not improved by
jumbling big words into a passive argument. On the contrary al usar mis recursos de
lenguaje, mis experiences, y mis propios pensamientos I can manage to resonate with
a more diverse audience. Porque los argumentos mas impactantes en mi vida fueron esos donde
reaccionaba con la frase, “Wow that is me! This person is literarily writing about my
experiencia!” Now I can only pray that by leaving a piece of my corazon in this narrative
I can provoke a change in pensamiento in someone else’s mind.
Writing for Change: A Public Document
Para mi último proyecto en la clase de Rhetoric and Composition I, yo decide
crear un documental sobre el significado de translanguaging. Although the research I
conducted in my second project did not revolve around this theme, it did in fact
influence my decision. What I found in my research was that many professionals had
conflicting opiniones sobre translanguaging porque nadie sabía claramente que era
eso. In the report entitled “A Holistic Approach to Multilingual Education:
Introduction,” written by Jasone Cenoz and Durk Gorter, the authors highlight the
fact that multilingual students should not be expected to emulate the “native
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speaker.” They explore this notion by saying “... multilinguals and learners who are in
the process of becoming multilingual should not be viewed as imitation
monolinguals in a second language or additional language, but rather they should be
seen as possessing unique forms of competence, or competencies, in their own
right.” Pero estos autores no consideran que translanguaging is a pedagogical strategy
that can be practiced by everyone. No solo los que saben hablar different languages.
It’s also for them folks that know howta speak in different Englishes, y’all know what
I mean? Due to this misunderstanding, I found it essential to create a documentary
that expressed the meaning of translanguaging. Porque es necesario que las personas
sepan que significa algo, antes de poder implementarlo en una clase o en sus vidas.
I chose to convey this message through a documentary format. This specific
format was selected porque me ayudaria comunicarme mejor con mi audiencia. Yo
queria que este mensaje llegara a las pantallas y a los corazones de estudiantes
universitarios that find themselves pursuing a career in education or in english.
Seleccione a este grupo como la audencia de mi mensaje because I feel as though it
would be easier to revolutionize the educational system if the newcoming staff
members had intentions of changing the status quo. I think it might be difficult to
change the minds of stubborn educators and although young children are quite
impressionable - I fear that they’d forget over the years. Entonces yo creo que los
chicos universitarios son el grupo perfecto para mejorar el sistema educacional.
Which brings me to the reason why I chose to follow a documentary format. I chose
this format mainly because most college students have a smartphone of some sort.
Whether it’s the newest one on the market or an older model, almost everyone has
internet access at their fingertips. Almost everyone has developed some sort of
addiction with their phone, and I think it would be easier to reach my audience with
a video rather than an infographic or other platform.
Entonces, al crear el documental decide comenzar con imagenes que
estimularán los sentidos de mi audiencia. I included clips of campus and of students
walking through its hallways. I wanted to establish a direct connexion con los
estudiantes de UTRGV. Comencé con escenas relacionadas a mi mensaje y con una
breve introducción. However, it was important for me to include interviews of my
professor and peers in order to show that other individuals from different
backgrounds also share my beliefs. Both my professor and my classmate have had
completely different literacy experiences. Yet they are both able to agree upon this
topic. It’s not just some random message I have conjured up simply to earn a grade.
It a real educational issue that could affect the lives of many students around the
nation. However, I do understand that are more than a few limitations within the
genre of my choice. Normally documentaries attempt to convey a vast amount of
information in a short amount of time and in an interesting way. This can lead the
filmmakers to place a greater emphasis upon a single perspective rather than
objectively exploring all sides with a scout’s mindset. Pero esto no significa que todas
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las personas del mundo están de acuerdo con este método de enseñanza. According to
the research I conducted, there are many people who view translanguaging as a
negative thing.. An opinion piece entitled “Letters and Comments,” written by
Ascenio et al, shares multiple perspectives on an article that advocates against
multilingual books or resources in public libraries. Bert Chapman, one of the
authors, agreed to the by claiming that providing a diverse selection of books
“...encourages Hispanic immigrants to remain isolated in a linguistic and cultural culde-sac” and that “Libraries should be at the forefront in promoting English-languish
reading and instruction to immigrant communities.” In other words, there are
professionals who believe that translanguaging will only limit multicultural students
from fully assimilating into the American way of life. The problem with that mindset
is that our educational system should not feel entitled to morph their minority
students into something they are not. Rather, they should encourage students to
embrace their diferencias para mejorarse como estudiantes y como personas.
Tambien decide mezclar both of my languages en el documental. La razon
mas obvia por eso es que… de eso trata el mensaje!! El proposito de mi proyecto es
demostrar la importancia de poder expresarse uno with all of one’s language
resources. What better way to lead than by example? For example, towards the end
of my video I included a call to action statement that says “Are our perspectivas
sobre la escritura willing to change?”. No solo queria demostrar como se practica el
concepto de translanguaging, but I also want to encourage my audience to negotiate
meaning. I want them to take an interest in the concept and work alongside the
material. Whenever I presented my project to my classroom one of my classmates
asked my why I did not choose to include Spanish to English translations in my
video. To which I responded, “Well for the same reason I did not translate it from
English to Spanish. Or from both of these languages to French, Korean, or
Japanese. I want my audience to work for the meaning.” That is what translanguaging
is all about. It’s not just about diversifying people’s writing, but it’s also about
encouraging intellectual empathy and engaging all groups of people into one’s work.
Although that is something I did not blatantly explain in my video, I hope it is
something that becomes more clear once my audience members seek to learn more
about translanguaging.
In the video itself I included various clips. La mayoría de las escenas
coinciden con lo que estoy hablando en el video en si. Pero en algunas de las escenas
I decided to include clips of different forms of writing through my computer screen.
Whether that be a text message or a tweet or my literacy narrative. I wanted to show
that translaguaging is something that is multifaceted. It is a strategy that can be used
in almost all aspects of daily life. However, in the clips it is evident that whenever I
decide to incorporate mi otro lenguaje en mi escritura my computer doesn’t take it
too well. It identifies this new language as foreign. As something que no pertenece
en esa oracion. Which is funny, because if I had made an entire sentence in spanish
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my computer would not have tried to autocorrect me. Although it is a minor detail in
the grand scheme of my video I thought it was important to incorporate it as it was.
Rather than making it seem as though my computer had not considered that to be an
“error”. Ths shows that the barrier between languages can be seen everywhere in
very subtle ways. In ways many may not even take the time to notice.
Through this project I hope to establish a clear definition of
“translanguaging.” It is important to know WHAT translanguaging is in order to
establish negotiation strategies, grading policies, or classroom expectations. The
definition of the term is the foundation. It is what will guide and validate a teacher’s
actions/pedagogical philosophy. I also hope to have inspired whoever it is that
comes across this video. I hope people understand the message I attempted to
convey and I hope they can see the importance of translanguaging through the short
documentary that I created.

In other words, there are professionals who believe that translanguaging will only
limit multicultural students from fully assimilating into the American way of life.
The problem with that mindset is that our educational system should not feel
entitled to morph their minority students into something they are not. Rather, they
should encourage students to embrace their diferencias para mejorarse como
estudiantes y como personas.
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